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Thanks Jonah
Matthew l can pick up questions on this or NI as well today. The meeting with Quantity was interesting to say the least.
Thanks
Andrew
Sent from my BlackBerry.

From: Jonah Anthony
To: Matthew Harnack; Andrew Amato
(~c: Keith Avis
Sent: Wed Ju! 20 23:24:46 2011
Subject: Exempt Networks proposal

Matthew,
apologies for the delay in getting this to you - NIRHI proposal took some extra work.
This paper has been drafted with Orange and the figure provided has been worked out with Peter (following discussion with Richard Kayan)
and he’s already got the spreadsheets in place. Orange have an overall envelope of £150k - which Andrew and ! am more the confident we
can deliver under. In fact initial discussions with Cantata would seem to suggest that we can avoid requiring IT building an interim solution
(which seems to cost more and take longer to deliver then the CRM solution). This would save even more money from our development costs.
Total cost of the project, including delivering the final solution is likely to be less than £100k if we go down the CRM route and deliver the
system for 30 September.
I’ve added a resource paper for our internal use and to share with Bob to sign off Marisa’s temporary promotion. I’ve also added 20% of a
Band D time. This should cover Keith and my cost of assisting Marisa on this project.
Bob may need a heads up before SMT as Stuart Cook is taking a paper to SMT, which in part covers the funding envelope for this project.
Happy to discuss first thing Friday,
thanks
Jonah
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